You can use Excel sheet currently used for, for example, a price quotation
document in your Dynamics 365 environment
You can set up report by yourself without ordering to a Systems Integrator.
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I. About this service
The following figure outlines the structure of the service.
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Clicking a button “Quote Report” on a form or a view of Dynamics 365 by the user, an Excel report is created
and an Excel file is downloaded to a local PC.

II. Application to AppSource and process to installing the solution
In order to use this service, you need to click “Free trial” on Microsoft’s AppSource.
I will get information for set-up including ID and password by email within 2 work days after you go through
process of application to “Free trial”. The information you get is used when you set up entities and login to the
file upload site.
ID, password for the trial service can be used in formal service of SLERT.
You will get documents for application to the formal service of SLERT in the email sent by Sourcelink Inc.
When you decide to use SLERT beyond trial service, fil out the forms in the document and sign it and send back
to Sourcelink Inc.
Explanation on how to apply “Free trial” and all the set-up procedure will follow below.
1. Click “Free trial” button on the SLERT banner in AppSource
When you go through the application procedure for “Free trial”, you will see the screen below.

1. Installing the SLERT solution
In the Office 365, the click admin icon and then,click Dynamics 365, you are moved to Management Center
of Dynamics 365.
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Clicking “Dynamics 365” in the screen above will leads you to “Dynamics 365 Management Center”.

At instance-tab, click your designated instance and click an icon located right down direction.
Then list of solutions in the instance will displayed.
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Make sure that there is the SLERT solution “ExcelFrom_Sourcelink” and select there and click “Install”.

Finished installation, Status becomes “Install completed”.
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III. Set up entities and buttons

1. Set up SLERT_info
Click “Advanced search”. Then screen below will appears.

By clicking “Result”, “LIST
TOOLS” tab will be displayed.

Make sure you've created the
entity of “SLERT_Info“ in the
screen of “Advanced Search”.

That will be shown in Next
section (4. Settings).
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Then go to the LIST TOOLS in the same window. On the left side of the Ribbon, click “New SLERT_Info”.
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Then the screen shown in the figure below is displayed. Input information (server URL and customer key) which
is sent to you by mail after your application to the service is accepted. Filling out and save the information by
clicking “SAVE”.

1. Adding a report creation button
Then, Settings>Solution Screen of Dynamics 365 To display.
Double-click the solution of SLERT in solution view(following figure).

You will see the following screen.
On this screen, you select the entity that you want to use to create the report.
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On this screen, Click the "Get Information" button. You can see that the button has not been set yet for this
quote entity shown below.
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Then, as for “Button name”, input “Quote Report” to specify name of the button. Also, for “Report Name”, input
“Quote” to specify file name of a report template.

And thenThey are displayed in the table as shown below. Clicking [Publish], process of the displaying button
proceeds.
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A screen like this is displayed, and the button display processing has finished.

The button appears like this. Here The target entity
A button appears on the form screen of the target entity. (in this example, the button appears on a form, but
also appears in the view as well.）
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A button is also displayed on the view screen.

In this situation, If you click “Quote Report”, an error occurs because the report template is not
registered yet. And you will see an error message similar to the following
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IV. Register a report template
1. Preparing a report template
Access to our report template registration site(https://form2.sourcelink.jp/) and log in.
Use ID/PWD sent by email when registering the SLERT service.
Report template registration Site Login screen

On the Upload template screen, click [Download the sample form], a list of samples is displayed.(The
Quotation.xlsx」）Referring to the sample report template, you should make two sheets in the file. One
is the report formatting sheet, and another sheet is a report configuration sheet.
More information on the settings will be explained in the next chapter.
File name of the Excel file should be Report name as mentioned in page 7.
Log in and you will see this screen. You can download the sample report file.
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2. Uploading a report template
Access and log in our report template registration site（https://form.sourcelink.jp）.
Use ID/PWD sent by email when registering the SLERT service.
The name of the file to upload should be the same as the file name specified at configuration.
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3. Confirm / delete uploaded template
A list of uploaded templates is displayed by clicking “Report List”.
Click the “Delete” if you want to delete the template.
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4. Confirmation of a report creation
After uploading the report template, open this form and make sure that by clicking “Quote report”, a report is
created.
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The report can be downloaded.
Clicking “OK”, an Excel file containing a report is downloaded.

V. Report template configSheet settings
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Set up database access in
FetchXML

Cell placement information of
fields

This example is for quote. Main body of the quote uses the standard quote entity. Detail items are the item, uses
the standard “Quote Products” entity.

1. Main body FetchXML
① In advanced search, the entity specifies “Quotes”, and the search criteria specifies the “Quote” field.
(Specify a field with the same name as the quote entity name.) Then, in the "Equals" section, specify
a record for any quote entity. (In the figure below, the record "They sell many o…" is specified.)

②

Click “Download FetchXML”
Open the downloaded file in the editor, such as "notepad" that came with Windows.
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To be able to use all fields,
replace with <all-attributes />
Delete because no need to
reorder

Replace with "condition attribute =" Quoteid "operator =" eq "value =" {0} "/>" to output
with a button-selected GUID.
③ Paste the modified FetchXML into the main body FetchXML.
<fetch>
<entity name="quote">
<all-attributes />
<filter type="and">
<condition attribute="quoteid" operator="eq" value="{0}" />
</filter>
</entity>
</fetch>

2. Detail item FetchXML
① The entity is “Quote Products” and the key selects any record in the quote.

② Click “Download FetchXML”
In the editor, modify the content as follows :
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Replace with <all-attributes /> to
be able to use all fields, replace

Replace to 「<link-entity name="quote"
from="quoteid" to="quoteid" linktype="inner" alias="quote">

Delete because no need
to reorder

Replace with "condition attribute =" Quoteid "operator =" eq
"value =" {0} "/>" to output with a button-selected GUID
3. The modified FetchXML is pasted in detail item FetchXML
③ Paste the modified FetchXML into the detailed items FetchXML.
<fetch>
<entity name="quotedetail">
<all-attributes />
<link-entity name="quote" from="quoteid" to="quoteid" link-type="inner" alias="quote">
<attribute name="name" />
<filter type="and">
<condition attribute="quoteid" operator="eq" value="{0}" />
</filter>
</link-entity>
</entity>
</fetch>
4. Main body Field Mapping

MAIN INFO FIELD NAME

CELL

Sets the physical name and cell number of the field.
Example:
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MAIN INFO FIELD NAME
customerid
quotenumber
[SYSTEMDATE]
name[string]
paymenttermscode
new_delivery_date
expireson
description

CELL
A4
J2
I3
D7
D11
D12
D13
A26

※When "[SYSTEMDATE]" is entered, it is set by the system date at the time of output.

5. Item Information Field Mapping
Example:

DETAILS FIELD NAME
[LINE NUMBER]
productname
priceperunit_Property
uomid
quantity
baseamount_Property

CELL
A
B
F
G
H
I

※When "[LINE NUMBER]” is entered, it is set sequentially from 1.
6. Detail items functional settings
Details Line From: Item start line number
Details Line To: Item end line number
Self-increasing Lines: If the line item is greater than the number of lines in the template, the number of
lines to be automatically added (usually set to 1)
Insert Line: Insert from line when line is automatically added
Line Copy From/Line Copy To: Auto-added lines copy format from a specified range
Grouping Field: The physical name of the grouping
Grouping Display Cell: Grouping items to be displayed in the corresponding cell:
Grouping Subtotal Lines： Subtotal line output necessity (normally set 1)
Grouping Subtotal Cell: The cell that outputs the "subtotal" string
Grouping Subtotal Amount Cell: Cell grouping to display subtotal amount
Grouping Blank Lines: If there is no grouping, how many blank lines to output (set 1 if you want to
output a line) Example:
DETAILS SETTINGS
Details Line From
Details Line To
Self-increasing Lines
Insert Line
Line Copy From
Line Copy To
Grouping Field
Grouping Display Cell
Grouping Subtotal Lines
Grouping Subtotal Cell
Grouping Subtotal Amount Cell
Grouping Blank Lines

VALUE
18
21
1
20
A
J
productid
B
1
H
I
1
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6. Input rules
① The cell designation is a single-byte alphanumeric character only.
②

If a field of the currency type, number type, or option set type contains only the physical name of the
field, the same values as the Dynamics 365 screen are output to the report, but the physical name
Property "will be output to the form by the value contained in the database.
Currency type: If there is no "_Property" output as a string with a currency mark and a comma, if there
is "_Property" the number will be output only.
Number type: If there is no "_Property" output as a string with a comma, "_Property" is output only if
the number is printed.

VI.

Specifications, restrictions, etc.

Excel files with macros are also available as templates.
You can put an image file in a record in Dynamics 365 and place it on an Excel sheet. (The imprint of the sample
is the one that the company Mark puts an image in an Excel template, and the personal seal is output from
Dynamics365 data to an Excel report template.)
The software we have developed in this service uses the following open source software source code.

•

OpenXML
ClosedXML
Limitation:
1.

The number of rows in a single FetchXML is less than 5,000.

2. SLERT reads the contents of FetchXML all at once and retrieve the data, so the FetchXML behind cannot
refer data in the results of the previous fetchxml.
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VII.

Solution Delete

In order to delete the solution, you need to delete the added button first.
You will see the following screen.
On this screen, you select the entity that you added button.
Click [Get Info].
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The added button will be displayed, so select and click [Delete Button].

Then click [Publish].
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When publishing is successful select a solution and click [Delete] , the solution will be removed.
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VIII. Technical support

Technical support about the "Excel Report creation Tool" will be available for 30 days after ID/PWD is issued.
Subsequent support will be paid and will be available through support maintenance service.
In addition to Excel reports, we also support the creation of reports in Microsoft products, including SSRS.
If you are considering using Dynamics 365, please contact us.

SOURCE Link Inc. www.sourcelink.jp
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